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Abstract—Reliability of long-term storage products is related to 

the availability of the whole system, and the evaluation of storage life 

is of great necessity. These products are usually highly reliable and 

little failure information can be collected. In this paper, an analytical 

method based on data from accelerated storage life test is proposed to 

evaluate the reliability index of the long-term storage products. Firstly, 

singularities are eliminated by data normalization and residual 

analysis. Secondly, with the preprocessed data, the degradation path 

model is built to obtain the pseudo life values. Then by life distribution 

hypothesis, we can get the estimator of parameters in high stress levels 

and verify failure mechanism consistency. Finally, the life distribution 

under the normal stress level is extrapolated via the acceleration model 

and evaluation of the actual average life is available. An application 

example with the camera stabilization device is provided to illustrate 

the methodology we proposed. 

 

Keywords—Accelerated storage life test, failure mechanism 

consistency, life distribution, reliability.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

ANY products have the characteristic of a long-term 

storage and single-use. That is, during the most time of 

the whole life cycle, they are in storage or as standby. 

Therefore, storage life and storage reliability are the most 

important technical indexes, which not only relate to safe 

storage and effective use of products, but avoid economic 

losses caused by irrational scrapping. Thus, it is of important 

significance to study storage life of long-term storage products. 

Since the long-term storage products are usually high 

reliable and little failure information is available, accelerated 

storage life test [1] is requisite. Two conventional reliability 

evaluation methods of accelerated storage life test are 

respectively based on degradation path model [2] and 

degradation amount distribution [3]. The former is a more 

mature and intuitive method. The basic idea is to establish the 

degradation path model and determine pseudo life values by 

setting a threshold. Its core is to acquire a degradation path 

based on statistical information or physical models. In fact, 

currently most studies on the degradation model are based on 

regression analysis. Gopikrishnan [4] analyzed statistical 

inference of random intercept and random slope of linear 

degenerate orbit. Meeker et al. [5] established the degradation 

path using nonlinear model and employed maximum likelihood 

function to estimate parameters. As for reliability evaluation of 
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storage life, Ma X. B. et al. [6] carried out estimators of the 

model parameters by analyzing some sub module electronic 

products and utilized Fisher information to conclude reliability 

confidence interval estimation under the normal stress level. 

Zhao Y. T. [7] analyzed the failure mechanism of the 

electromagnetic valve and deduced the storage life based on the 

minimum variance unbiased estimate (MVUE) and the least 

square method (LSM). In this paper, we introduce the method 

of combining the degradation path with acceleration model to 

evaluate reliability under the normal stress. By non-linear 

fitting, degradation path model is established with the 

preprocessed test data and parameters of life distribution under 

high stress levels are estimated using the best linear unbiased 

estimate (BLUE). With acceleration model, the life distribution 

under the normal stress level is determined, and the average 

storage life is concluded. 

II. EVALUATION METHOD 

The accelerated storage life test evaluation includes the 

following several parts: original date preprocessing, statistical 

analysis of test data, evaluation result analysis and evaluation 

result verification. Fig. 1 is the flowchart of evaluation method. 

A. Data Normalization 

Data normalization [8] is a method of processing the original 

data to make sure they are limited to a certain range we need. 

Through data normalization, physical expressions or data are 

transferred to scalar quantities which have some kind of relative 

relationship. A dimensionless expression derived from the 

dimensional expression will make the calculation and analysis 

much more efficient. 

B. Residual Analysis 

In practical engineering, due to accidental factor interference 

or careless observation, the data we get are frequently not 

completely reliable, i.e. there are specific abnormal data, 

causing residual value particularly large. The so-called residual 

is the difference between actual observations and regression 

estimates, i.e. 

 

ˆ       ( 1,2,..., )i i ie y y i n= − =       (1) 

 

In order to improve the effect of the regression analysis, once 

abnormal data occur, they should be removed, and the 

remaining data can be better used to establish the regression 

equation [9]. Even if the regression equation is proved reliable 

by F criterion or correlation coefficient, we cannot exclude the 

probability of the presence of abnormal data. The purpose of 
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residual analysis is to solve this problem. 

C. Life Distribution Hypothesis and Verification 

First, analyze the trend of performance parameters 

degradation and fit the degradation path curve using nonlinear 

equations to deduce the pseudo-life, which refers to the time to 

reach the predetermined threshold [10], [11]. Under a certain 

stress level, the degradation path of the same type of product 

sample can be described by the same form of nonlinear 

equations. Due to random fluctuation between different product 

samples, the degradation path equations of different product 

samples have various equation coefficients. However, such 

fluctuation also has some randomness, so we can use a certain 

distribution to describe the randomness of the pseudo-life, as 

shown in Fig. 2. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Evaluation Method Flowchart  

 

L

 

Fig. 2 Relationship between Performance Degradation Path and Life 

Distribution 
 

Since the pseudo-life of samples declines when stress level 

rises, life distribution parameters are influenced by the stress 

level. Pseudo-life of products under the same stress level is 

obedient to the same distribution, but all or part of the 

parameters varies. With the acceleration model, the pseudo-life 

distribution parameters under the normal stress level can be 

extrapolated. Hence, it is feasible to evaluate the reliability of 

products and predict the average storage life under the normal 

stress level. 

D. Failure Mechanism Consistency Verification 

There is a basic assumption in accelerated test, namely 

failure mechanism consistency. It means that the physical or 

chemical change processes under different stress levels have 

the same essence. Meeting this condition is a prerequisite to 

ensure the correctness of the accelerated test results, so it is 

indispensable to verify the failure mechanism consistency of 

accelerated storage life test. Currently, there are three kinds of 

consistency judgment approaches: statistical analysis based 

constant parameters of acceleration model based and test 

observation based. 

III. APPLICATION EXAMPLE 

As a key part of the downward-looking matching system in 

aircraft, the camera stabilization device, whose main function is 

capturing ground image for visual system real-time location, 

needs to endure the long storage process. It is a typical 

mechanical and electronic product. Since the sample size of 

these products is small, step stress accelerated storage life test 

[12] with three sequentially applied temperature stress levels 

115°C, 105°C and 95°C is conducted to predict the actual 

storage life of camera stabilization device. 

A. Data Preprocess 

1. Degradation Trend Analysis 

Camera stabilization device has four main performance 

indexes: transfer function, Signal Noise Ratio (SNR), 

uniformity, and positioning error. After observing and 

analyzing original test data, we find only transfer function 
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performance has a conspicuous trend of degradation. 

shows the corresponding data curve. 

 

Fig. 3 Transfer Function Performance Data Curve

2. Residual Analysis 

As shown in Fig. 3, the original test data are very coarse, so 

they cannot be used directly until singular points

by residual analysis. Fig. 4 is the processing result of 080 test 

data. 

After process of eliminating abnormal points, each product’s 

transfer function performance degradation curve is carried out, 

as shown in Fig. 5. 

B. Degradation Path Modeling and Parameters Estimating

From the degradation trend of the transfer function 

performance, nonlinear regression model is adopted

the degradation path: 

 
2

ij ij ij ijy a x b x c= + +    

 

where , ,ij ij ija b c  are parameters of nonlinear model

performance index measurement of product 

under stress level j (j=1,2,3). 

Through the curve fitting method, we can obtain degradation 

paths under the three stress levels. For example, Fig. 6 shows 

the degradation path at 105°C. 

For the single stress multi-level accelerated test, there

cumulative degradation process, and the final 

is the result of accumulation of paths under respective stress 

levels. According to Wiener process characteristics, the failure 

time of a product can be considered as the time

subject to Brownian motion passes through the predetermined 

value (failure threshold). Therefore, the product life 

expressed as: 
 

inf{ : 0, ( ) }
m nj j

T t t y t L τ= > = +

 

where m nj jτ is the equivalent life time under stress level 

life time under stress level 
nj
S .The following is the calculation 

equation; 
 

m n m n nj j j j jtτ α= ⋅   

 

performance has a conspicuous trend of degradation. Fig. 3 

 

fer Function Performance Data Curve 

As shown in Fig. 3, the original test data are very coarse, so 

they cannot be used directly until singular points are removed 

by residual analysis. Fig. 4 is the processing result of 080 test 

abnormal points, each product’s 

degradation curve is carried out, 

Degradation Path Modeling and Parameters Estimating 

From the degradation trend of the transfer function 

, nonlinear regression model is adopted to describe 

        (2) 

parameters of nonlinear model;
ijy is 

measurement of product i (i=1,2,3,4,5) 

Through the curve fitting method, we can obtain degradation 

paths under the three stress levels. For example, Fig. 6 shows 

level accelerated test, there is a 

final degradation path 

is the result of accumulation of paths under respective stress 

levels. According to Wiener process characteristics, the failure 

product can be considered as the time when a particle 

through the predetermined 

value (failure threshold). Therefore, the product life T can be 

m nj j
 (3) 

ime under stress level 
mj
S to 

.The following is the calculation 

        (4) 

Fig. 4 080 Test Data Residual Analysi

Fig. 5 Performance Degradation Curve after Processing

Fig. 6 Degradation Path

 

where 
m nj jα  is the acceleration factor under stress level 

relative to 
nj
S . 

Since only temperature stress varies during the test, 

should be calculated by the acceleration equation induced by

Arrhenius reaction rate model

 

 

Test Data Residual Analysis 

 

 

Performance Degradation Curve after Processing 

 

 

Degradation Pathat 105°C 

is the acceleration factor under stress level 
mj
S

Since only temperature stress varies during the test, 
m nj jα

the acceleration equation induced by 

model, 
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1 1
exp[ ( )]

m n

n m

a
j j

j j

E

k T T
α = −         (5) 

 

where 
mj
T ,

nj
T  are absolute temperature (K), k is Boltzmann 

constant, k=8.617E-5eV/K,
aE is the activation energy 

(0.4eV~1.2eV, here is 0.4eV). 

Set a failure threshold value ,L and the time when 

degradation path reaches L  is considered as the failure time of 

products. Accordingly, the pseudo life values under 

temperature stress level 115°C, 105°C and 95°C can be 

obtained, as shown in Table I. 

 
TABLE I 

PSEUDO LIFE UNDER DIFFERENT STRESS LEVELS 

number T1=115°C  T2=105°C  T3=95°C  

080 3945.5 5626.8 7917.7 

090 4012.6 5661.7 7859.9 

096 4107.6 5466.6 7874.5 

091 3857.7 5507.8 10591 

084 4393.3 6245.5  

 

 

Fig. 7 Weibull Probability Paper 

C. Verification of Life Distribution Model Hypothesis 

After obtaining the pseudo-life values under each stress 

level, in order to evaluate the storage life under the normal 

stress level, we need to suppose the life distribution of products. 

Since Weibull distribution has a wide applicability, we can 

assume the storage life follows a two-parameter Weibull 

distribution and utilize Weibull probability paper to verify the 

correctness of the assumption. Utilize the median rank formula 

0.3
F( )

0.4
i

i
t

n

−
=

+
 to estimate the failure probability ( )

i
tF

∧ ,
 
and plot 

( , ( ))
i i
t tF

∧

 onto the Weibull probability paper (Fig. 7). As shown 

in Fig. 7, the pseudo life values under the same stress level are 

distributed substantially in a straight line. Therefore, we can 

consider that the life distribution is obedient to a two-parameter 

Weibull distribution. 

D. Model Parameters Estimating 

When the sample size 25n <= , the best linear unbiased 

estimate (BLUE) or the best linear time-invariant estimate 

(BLTLE) is widely adopted to give point estimate or of Weibull 

distribution parameters m  and η . The following is a detailed 

solving process to estimate m  and η  through BLUE method. 

Firstly, sort sample pseudo-life value it into 1 2 ... nt t t≤ ≤ ≤ . 

Then take log of 
it  to obtain ix : 1 2 ... nx x x≤ ≤ ≤ , which are the 

corresponding values under the extreme-value distribution. The 

formula of BLUE method to estimate the extreme-value 

distribution parameters is as: 

 

1 1

1 1

ˆ ( , , ) ( , , ) ln

ˆ ( , , ) ( , , ) ln

n n

j j

j j

n n

j j

j j

a D n n j x D n n j t

C n n j x C n n j tσ

= =

= =

= =

= =

∑ ∑

∑ ∑
     (6) 

 

( , , )
j

D n n j x ， ( , , ) jC n n j x  are respectively BLUE coefficients for 

solving a  and σ  based on complete sample ( , )n n . 

When a
∧

 and σ
∧

 are obtained, m  and η  could be estimated 

through the point estimation: 

 

,
ˆ

ˆ

ˆ ˆexp( )

n ng
m

a

σ
η


=


 =

         (7) 

 

where ,n ng  is the correction coefficient. Table II shows the 

result. 
 

TABLE II  
 WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION PARAMETER VALUE ESTIMATE 

Stress level   

T1=115°C  7.9 4458.7 

T2=105°C  8.0 6226.6 

T3=95°C  7.1 9104.3 

E. Failure Mechanism Consistency Verification 

As shown in Table II, the estimators of Weibull distribution 

shape parameters under different stress levels are basically the 

same, indicating that the failure mechanism has not changed 

during the step stress accelerated storage life test. 

F. Extrapolation of Life Distribution under the Normal 

Stress Level 

The weighted shape parameter is; 
 

1 1 2 2 3 3
0

1 2 3

ˆ 7.6
n m n m n m

m
n n n

+ +
= =

+ +
      (8) 

 

From Arrhenius reaction rate model, we can induce the 

relationship between life characteristic iη  with temperature iT , 

 

ln /i ia b Tη = +         (9) 

 

25°C is the ambient temperature for the storage of camera 

stabilization device. Substituting data of Table II into (9), we 

can get calculation results by the least square fitting, 4.73a = − ,

m̂ η̂
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5093.20b = ,
0

2.33 5Eη
∧

= .Hence, the product life is obedient to 

W(7.6, 2.33E5). The corresponding reliability function ( )R t is; 

 

( )
7.6

exp[
2.33 5

]
E

t
R t

 



−= 


      (10) 

 

The point estimator of average storage life êt is; 

 

0

0

1
ˆ ˆ (1 )

ˆ
et

m
η= ⋅Γ + =2.19E5       (11) 

 

Therefore, we can infer the actual average lifetime of camera 

stabilization device is 25.0 years. 

Table I shows 14 pseudo life values in high stress levels. 

Using (4), (5), we can obtain 14 failure life values at 25°C, 

denoted by t i , 1 2 ... nt t t≤ ≤ ≤  , 14.n =  Then we establish a 

generalized pivot quantity t  [13],  

 

0 0
ˆˆt=exp( (ln( )) [ (ln( )) ln( )] / )

       (1 / )

i iE t m E t s v

s v

η− −

⋅ Γ +
   (12) 

 

where 2 2

1

1
( (ln( )))

n

i i

i

s t E t
n =

= −∑ , 2 2 2

0
ˆ .v m s= Hence, ln( )t is the 

1 α− quantile of: 

 

0 0
(ln( )) [ (ln( )) ln( )] / ln (1 / )

i i
E t m E t s v s vη− − + Γ +  (13) 

 

Based on the Monte Carlo method to generate random 

numbers of standard extreme value distribution, it is realizable 

to infer the 100 (1 )α− ％ lower one-sided confidence interval 

on the average life, denoted by
Lt .Through simulation 

calculation, we can determine Lt =1.98E5, when (1 )α− =0.9. 

That is to say, the 90％ lower one-sided confidence interval on 

the average life is 22.6 years. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we introduce the method to evaluate the 

reliability and predict life of long-term storage products 

through step stress accelerated storage life test. Small sample 

size and little failure information are the difficult problems in 

assessing storage products with high reliability and long 

lifetime. To solve these problems, main work of this paper is 

embodied in the following several aspects:  

(1) Inference of the pseudo life distribution through 

establishing a nonlinear degradation path of performance 

indexes under three high stress levels; 

(2) Verification of the life distribution hypothesis using 

probability paper, as well as failure mechanism 

consistency using shape parameter of Weibull distribution; 

(3) Extrapolation of failure life values under the normal stress 

level through combining pseudo life values under high 

stress levels with acceleration model. 
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